
WARRANTY
All MaxAir Trampolines products are guaranteed free of defects upon delivery. All frames are guaranteed with a 5-Year 
Warranty and all fly beds are guaranteed with a 1-Year Warranty, from date indicated by bill of lading or upon receipt of 
delivery. MaxAir Trampolines fly beds are proven durable and designed for specific spring stretching with specific 
distances from the frame to ensure tension of the trampoline bed does not reach nor exceed maximum load. Under 
normal conditions with annual maintenance, fly beds can last for 5-8 years when used with proper attire. Due to the 
many uses and  variations in the amount and type of wear, we are unable to warranty our fly beds without the use of our  
springs and frame under approved installation guidelines. In the event an individual string breaks, adhere to our string 
repair guide using only approved string repair kits. Any alterations to our products that have not been met with prior 
approval voids all guarantees and warranties. Warranty only valid following proper installation. Warranty voided for any 
product subjected to abuse, misuse, neglect, negligence, accident, improper testing, improper installation, improper 
storage, improper handling, abnormal physical stress, abnormal environmental conditions or used contrary to the 
intended use. All claims relating to these Warranties must be made during the Warranty Period, and any claims not intended use. All claims relating to these Warranties must be made during the Warranty Period, and any claims not 
made during such time shall be waived. Examples of  extreme uses that may degrade beds faster and are not 
recommended include but are not limited to: bouncing with shoes on, multiple people bouncing, bouncing using 
snowboards with sharp edges, bouncing using skis with sharp edges, and using  unapproved springs which can bottom 
out causing strings to overstretch and wear quicker.  Clothing with hooks, rivets, buttons and snaps can also damage 
the fly bed. For specific general care, maintenance and safety procedures to ensure your warranty remains in effect, 
please refer to your MaxAir Trampolines User Guide for best practices. These terms are subject to change and are 
non-negotiable. 
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